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EDITORIAL

The Home — A Target
for prime good suffer the most
P violent attempts at destruction.
This identifies a home.
LACES OF POTENTIAL

Capable of immeasurable good, it can sink to a veritable
"hell" on earth.
Destructive forces, aimed at the home are not peculiar
to the 20th Century. The family unit suffered the first
blow when Satan launched his attack against God's creation. In the course of human history, many and varied have
been the destructive forces arrayed against the family unit.
But, the past 60 years has inflicted more damage to the
family unit than any previous century. Partly because of
population increase, also, ravaging forces of evil have
been unleashed as in no other comparable period of time.
The home suffers with major problems in war-time.
Wrenched amid severe partings; mounting loss of moral
values; alienated affections, partly due to months of separation; tendency to become irreligious; these are only a few
of the losses inflicted on homes in these decades which
have seen two world wars.
Words cannot describe the shock, the revulsions, and
the privations that have been and are being ravaged upon
homes located in war zones.
But then, what has the growing affluency of the western
world, a by-product of two world wars, done for home
and family life in America. Advances in technology have
completely revolutionized the course of the American
family. The ease, luxury and accommodation for the
family, average-wise in the western world, was not even
imagined by our forebears at the turn of the century.
Not all has been bad. Cultural and educational advance
with spiritual vision has enlarged our nationalism. The
family lives and moves in a much larger circle. Neighborhood takes in much more than just "across the fields."
We readily neighbor over the state and across the
nation. Many families of our day are world-minded in
knowledge and travel. The first B in C missionaries never
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But then, what makes this possible is not without its
wear and tear on the family. An inordinate desire for
things; the subtle temptation to keep up with the Joneses;
the strain on budgets that do not reach; the going and
coming of members of the family; the grind of these
goings-on day after day, week after week, makes many
a home a scene of strife and tension.
And the end is not yet. Launching its attack in home,
community, and college life; family life now faces "Situation Ethics." Related to the "New Morality," both are
philosophies of the "God is Dead" movement.
One cannot view "Situation Ethics" in its present thrust
without grave concern for the family unit. The Love
spoken of by the Situation Ethic theorist is a counterfeit
of the real.
Dr. H. Phillip Hook, Wheaton College Professor, writing concerning Situation Ethics quotes concerning a newspaper account.
"Not long ago an article appeared in one of our
papers about a co-ed who had taken situation ethics
as her standard. She was attending a college where
the 'open door policy' was allowed in the dormitories
and she and her boyfriend, thinking they were in
love, took advantage of the policy. After this had
been going on for a couple of months, she said, 'The
joy of our relationship is gone. We wonder if we ever
loved each other. My grades have slipped to the
place that I'm nearly flunking out of school and
I wonder what point there is to life, if there is any
at all.'
"Why? Because she had betrayed her mind, her
training, her very nature and in this she has betrayed
what she thought was love. Love, rather than producing good and joy, produced frustration and
emptiness and sorrow."
To God, family life is heart and soul of the human race.
To Satan, it represents that which must be destroyed.
Good family life and good character are synonomous.
The battle is not yet over. Thank God, the church and
the Christian family unit are not a lost cause.
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the family in its traditional form is
with the threat of extinction. The corrosive effects
IofNfaced
modern life upon the structure of the family are all
AMERICA TODAY

too apparent. We shall attempt to list some of the causes
and suggest a few solutions.
I.

The Crisis of the Family

CAUSES OF FAMILY DISINTEGRATION

Changing Family Functions
The changes in our society in the last 100 years have
had a profound influence upon the family. The modern
family performs very few of the functions commonly performed by the rural family of a few generations ago. The
family of the American frontier concerned itself with the
production of food and clothing, education of children,
and securing the physical safety of its members. Consequently, the family did many things together. By virtue
of the amount of time spent in family activities the family
wielded a powerful influence over each of its members.
However, many of the above functions were, one by
one, taken over by some agency. The transference of these
functions to other agencies left the family with less authority and less capacity to influence the lives of each of
its members. These changes took place largely since the
Civil War. This was a period marked by increasing industrialization, migration from farm to the city, and rapid
growth of secular forces.
Emancipation of Women
The economic emancipation of women, i.e., the right
to work in a factory or establish a career is by no
means an unmixed blessing. The total impact of this
significant development upon the family is not fully understood. Peter Marshall argued rather eloquently that the
women's place is in the home. Others, notably Betty
Friedan in The Feminine Mystique, have contended that
life without a career is for some women too lackluster.
There is considerable evidence in psychological literature
to suggest the mother's absence from the home, especially
during the formative years of her children is decidedly
unwholesome.
Overscheduling
The typical American family is caught up in a
flurry of activities and finds little time to develop
any meaningful togetherness. Life now places many demands upon the individual's time. In satisfying these
demands the individual is forced to spend less and less
time with the family. This is indeed unfortunate. For there
are certain functions that the family alone can properly
provide for the individual. The individual's basic feelings
of worth and adequacy, of being loved, of security, are
provided by the family. In homes where these basic needs
are not supplied the children begin life emotionally and
socially impoverished. Insufficient time is often the culprit
that prevents many parents from giving adequate attention
to the nurture of children.
Secularization of Society
We have seen an alarming trend toward greater secularization. Secular forces are on the increase while spiritual
and moral influence is waning. For years the family
remained a strong, viable institution. The influence of the
Church reinforced traditional beliefs, (1) the family is
God-ordained, and (2) marriage is sacred. These conceptions, rarely questioned, are now openly challenged.
The Church itself is even divided on some of these
issues. The net effect of all this; nfbre and more people
are casting aside traditional ideas about sex, marriage
and the family, and are doing as they "jolly-well" please.
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Dr. Howard F. Landis

II.

THE CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCH

It is apparent, the American family is facing a crisis.
This is a matter of real concern to the evangelical Christian
community. The family has been the primary means of
transmitting values to the younger generation. The Christian Church will sow the seeds of its own destruction by
choosing to watch passively the continuing dissolution of
the family. The gravity of this problem makes it incumbent upon the Church to seek out every means at its
disposal to maintain the integrity of this important institution. Ideally this ought to involve (1) the development of leadership, (2) the full use of available resources,
and (3) some research into the problems of Church homes.
Development of Leadership
Within the last century Christian families have been
adapting to the pull of strong outward forces. These
pressures have brought about significant changes in the
structure of the family. It is true, the Church had little
control over the forces that caused these changes. It is
also true, the Church reacted passively in many instances.
Not that the Church condoned what was happening, but
failed to provide creative and imaginative ways to help
the family during this period of intensive stress. While
the Church could not have eliminated the forces that rode
roughshod over family interests, to a greater extent it could
have controlled the reaction of the family to these forces.
The family had a right to look to the Church for more
adequate leadership in the midst of a society in transition.
It is the writer's firm conviction that providing leadership in this vital area is one of the Church's prime
responsibilities. It may be necessary to train our own
"specialists" to meet this need in our constituency. This
might involve the training of men whose primary area of
preaching and counseling would be in the field of marriage and family relationships.
Full Use of Available Resources
The Christian Church has at its disposal resources that
are used rarely, if at all, by non-Christians. Prayer is one
of these resources. However, the converse is also true. That
is, non-Christians have at their disposal resources that often
are not used by Christians. Many Christians are loath to
make use of knowledge and techniques made available
through so-called human learning. Such Christians would
be very reluctant to seek a psychologist's help to solve a
problem of interpersonal or intrapersonal conflict. When
facing an interpersonal conflict, these people will often
be heard to say, "Let's 'just pray.'" I am reminded of a
Greek farmer who was showing a group of visitors his
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prize orchard. One visitor, quite impressed with the orchard
remarked, "You have a very fine orchard here, you must
pray a great deal." To this the owner answered, "I pray,
but I also spray." We are here suggesting that psychologists
and others have made available knowledge about group
living that the Church might well put to good use.
Evangelical Christianity might also profit from the
experiences of other religious bodies who have had signal
success in the maintenance of strong family ties. In no
small measure, the family is responsible for the successful
way in which the Jews have maintained their identity as
a people under extremely adverse conditions. The Mormons are also noted for family solidarity. We could learn
much from observing their methods of preserving the
family.
Research
Prerequisite to t h e u s e of available resources
for family improvement is the need to study specific
family problems. What are the greatest deterrents to harmonious family living in Brethren in Christ homes? Are
the factors causing disintegration in our homes external,
demands and pressures from without, or are they basically
internal such as the frictions developing in interpersonal
relationships. Providing the answers to these and related
questions could be the starting point in our quest for
imaginative ways of improving the quality of family living
in our homes. Fundamental to this quest is the basic question as to how the gospel is made relevant to the family.
What does it mean for a family to be Christian?

III.

THE CHALLENGE TO THE INDIVIDUAL FAMILY

The Christian home should be a laboratory where
Biblical conceptions of group living are put into practice.
In the Christian family faith in God is expressed in harmonious relationships. One often wonders at the degree
of discord in so-called Christian homes. Why, the question
is raised, don't we see more truly happy Christian families?
To a marked degree family happiness is a by-product of
effective relationships. The Bible has a great deal to say
about how men should relate to God, themselves and to
their fellowmen. In fact Christians might with profit spend
less time developing their theology and more time studying what the Bible has to say about the development of
relationships that are wholesome, healing, and redemptive.
This would not only make believers happier, it would
make them more .effective Christians. For the Spirit uses
one's interpersonal skills to reach people for Christ.
If the above is true, also, individual families ought to
give more attention to the cultivation of improved interpersonal relationships. Parents should seek ways and means
of creating a climate in which it is easy for Christian
attitudes to develop. Many Christian homes are theologically sound and are also very faithful in the practice of
religious ritual, family worship, grace before meals, etc.,
but are lacking in family harmony. It takes real effort to
develop the spirit of concord under the intimate conditions
of the family setting. Unity in the home, as many husbands
and wives can testify, is not something that "just happens"
because the members of the family are Christian. Getting
along with people is an art. The best place to develop
this art is in the Christian home!
The writer recognizes the fallacy of assuming that
there are a few easy steps toward realizing family harmony.
In the following section, five dimensions of family life are
discussed. It is hoped that some insight may be found by
families desiring to improve the quality of home life.
(4)

Motivation
Faith in a loving God is t h e motivating force
of the Christian home. We have b e e n redeemed by
God's love, consequently we can act in a redemptive
(therapeutic) way toward other human beings. Formerly
alienated from the family of God, we now have a sense of
belonging. This sense of belonging gives us the security
that makes it unnecessary to act in a hostile, defensive, or
vindicative way in our relations with others. God's grace
provides the enabling power for harmonious family living.
Openness
Be genuine! Our world is full of superficiality,
sham and pretense. H y p o c r i s y was the sin of the
Pharisees. It is also a common sin in the family. If we as
members of a family want to get along with each other,
we must stop pretending. So much of life in the world
is a mere game. We often hear people say, "Put your best
foot forward." Nonsense! Be what you are, take off your
mask, and stop pretending. Let everybody in the home,
including yourself, know what kind of a person you really
are. Family progress will get exactly nowhere if individual
members are playing games with each other. We never
really understand another person if he is not truthful with
us.
C ommunication
How often do we hear wives complaining that husbands
just won't "talk things out." A lack of communication
following a minor misunderstanding can lead to a major
crisis. Christians, of all people, should be willing to talk
things over. When friction arises, each member should be
quick to ask and give forgiveness. Lack of communication
between parents and children often produces misunderstanding. A number of families have adapted the policy of
holding a "family council" periodically. In these councils
everyone does not necessarily have a vote that counts as
much as dad's, but each person on the council at least
has a voice.
Authority
The s c r i p t u r a l injunction to fathers not to
provoke their children unto wrath is a word fitly spoken.
Nothing is more inimical to the development of "we feeling" in a family than the constant reminder that the parents are in an "over" relationship to the children and the
children in an "under" relationship to the parents. The
old adage that "children should be seen and not heard"
should not be a guide for parent-child relationships. Children are people too. They also want to feel some sense
of significance. Parents are expected to rule in the home
but they should not set themselves up as impersonal
"managers of people." Just as it is necessary for children to
respect their parents, it is necessary for parents to show
respect toward their children.
Scheduling
The quality of family life is related to the
quantity of family life. The maxim suggesting that "the
family that plays together stays together" contains a great
deal of truth. The encroachment from without upon the
family's time must be controlled. The less time available
for family life, the more adequate must be the planning
to make the time spent together meaningful. We mentioned earlier the problem of the working mother. Perhaps
career and family are not completely incompatible for
some women. These women, however, should be aware
Evangelical
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of the possible extra strain their absence from the home
can place upon the family. To experience the feeling that
his mother's time is rationed, is one of the most emotionally
devastating things that can happen to a child.
The crisis of the family will not be met successfully
by adopting new methods. Let us make no mistake about
it, the solutions to the problems of group living will be
solved not by better methods. They will (as Tournier says)
more likely be solved by better attitudes. We can not turn
the clock back, but by the grace of God we can learn
to relate more redemptively to other human beings. In so
doing we will become more complete persons, also more
complete Christians.
The writer is a Professor of Psychology, teaching at Messiah
College, Grantham, Penna.

Formula for a Burning Heart
Dr. A. W. Tozer
I have previously said that any Christian who desires
to, may experience a radical spiritual renascence, and this
altogether independent of the attitude of his fellow Christians.
The important question now is How? Well, here are
some suggestions which anyone can follow and which,
I am convinced, will result in a wonderfully improved
Christian life.
1. Get thoroughly dissatisfied with yourself.
Complacency is the deadly enemy of spiritual progress.
The contented soul is the stagnant soul. When speaking of
earthly goods Paul could say, "I have learned . . . to be
content"; but when referring to his spiritual life, he testified, "I press toward the mark." Stir up the gift of God
that is in thee.
2. Set your face like a flint toward a sweeping transformation of your life.
Timid experimenters are tagged for failure before they
start. We must throw our whole soul into our desire for
God. "The kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the
violent take it by force."
3. Put yourself in the way of the blessing.
It is a mistake to look for grace to visit us as a kind
of benign magic, or to expect God's help to come as a
windfall apart from conditions known and met. There are
plainly marked paths which lead straight to the green
pastures; let us walk in them. To desire revival, for instance, and at the same time to neglect prayer and devotion is to wish one way and walk another.
4. Do a thorough job of repenting.
Do not hurry to get it over with. Hasty repentance
means shallow spiritual experience and lack of certainty in
the whole life. Let godly sorrow do her healing work.
Until we allow the consciousness of sin to wound us, we
will never develop a fear of evil. It is our wretched habit of
tolerating sin that keeps us in our half-dead condition.
5. Make restitution wherever possible.
If you owe a debt, pay it, or at* least have a frank
understanding with your creditor about your intentions
(Continued on page twelve)
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Ephesians 6:4

Delinquent Fathers
C. N. Hostetter Jr.

"And, ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath;
but bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord." K J V
"Fathers, don't overcorrect your children or make it
difficult for them to obey the commandment. Bring them
up with Christian teaching in Christian discipline." Phillips Tr.
"You fathers, again, must not goad your children to
resentment, but give them the instruction, and the correction, which belong to a Christian upbringing." N E B
Delinquent youth, who ignore law, order and the rights
of others, are disturbing our society. Such are a minority
among youth, but they cause serious problems. There are
delinquent mothers, who neglect their home duties, as
they seek personal pleasure and profit. They too are a
minority, I believe, but their neglect of family and home
generate loss and distress. There are delinquent fathers,
who by delinquency in biblical duties thereby abet the
delinquency of their spouses and unwittingly aid the delinquency of their own children. Are they a minority? I
wonder.
This verse identifies Christian nurture as the chief
responsibility of fathers. Are not fathers inclined to assume
that this duty belongs primarily to mothers? Are fathers
prone to believe that the Sunday School teacher does this
task? Do fathers too often assume that this is the pastor's
job? That father is delinquent in duty to his family who
does not provide Christian nurture for his children.
This verse suggests negative cautions. Do not "overcorrect." Do not "make it difficult for them to obey." Do
not "goad them to resentment." Jesus spoke to His disciples
"as they could bear it." So do good teachers. The teacher
often needs prepare the mind to receive instruction. To
"scold" or "nag" has no place in Christian nurture. Such
practices build resistance to learning.
The positive emphasis is clear. "Give them the instruction and correction which belong to a Christian upbringing." "Bring them up with Christian teaching in
Christian discipline." The child must see and feel the
truth. Correction must be related to misconduct and not
be governed by the moods of the parent. Correction becomes effective when children reap the consequences of
their own wrong choices and misconduct.
Christian discipline is as essential to personality development as self-expression. When personality has mastered caprice and self-centered interest then self-expression
becomes positive and effective. Fathers are responsible
for the kind of nurture that will reduce and diminish youth
delinquency.

(5)

JAPAN

Finding the Lord's
Way at Nagato
Marlin E. Zook

A Bible Class with a visiting speaker

All that is being done by way of training of Japanese
leaders here at Nagato is done informally. Soon after we
came to Nagato I was reading Life Together by Bonhoeffer.
One statement impressed me: "Therefore, a Christian
needs another Christian who speaks God's Word to him
. . . He needs his brother solely because of Jesus Christ.
The Christ in his own heart is weaker than the Christ in
the word of his brother; his own heart is uncertain, his
brother's is sure." Since this book is also in Japanese I
brought up the subject in the Senzaki meeting saying that
maybe for a while we should share with each other the
meaning of the Word in our lives. They accepted the
idea of taking turns in leading the meeting but soon
wanted an assigned portion to present. Thus we started
a study of the Psalms.
I do not lead except when we meet in the Yamamoto
home. I study for each meeting so that if there are questions I shall be able to answer them. There are those that
I can't answer also.
The Nagato group, not to be outdone, has also begun
the practice of taking turns in leading the Bible study.
Even if the person leading does not have a good understanding of a passage he must at least look over the passage and bring up things that bother him and offer these
problems to the group for discussion. I think the sharing
of responsibility for leading has been good for the church.
It is also heartwarming to see the way they respond to this
type of challenge.
Even on the Sundays that I am here all I do is preach;
Japanese lead the meeting. I would rather not even preach.
I would much rather teach on a weekday evening and
then have a Japanese be in the foreground on Sunday.
And, even though the Japanese have done well in taking
over the leadership of the study and worship periods, we
must realize that this is only part of the total program.
Outreach requires further leadership.
The Church took over the planning of both camps last
summer and also the special meetings this fall. Also the
Church cared for all the expense of the meetings, including
the renting of the building, paying the evangelist, and the
cost of his transportation. They did quite well, too, in
advertizing the meetings. Already they have had a meeting
and decided what they will do differently next year. This,
to me, is very encouraging.
(6)

Pastorally, I have asked members of the church to help
lead and guide those who have made decisions for Christ
recently. Even though they may be weak Christians themselves, they seem to enjoy being asked to help. Especially
since our meetings, I have told some of the members that
I will do what I can but that I think they can help the
seeker very much. They should share together in their
problems and tell what God's grace means. If this type of
thing really happens, then my role here will become that
of assistant and this would make me happy.
Marlin E. Zook,
Note: The Marlin Zooks left Japan by air, March 21, to visit
missions and relatives in Africa and India, and to arrive in
the States before General Conference here. Firsthand reports
of the work will then be in order! —Page Editor

"Everybody's Problems Are Ours"
This spells opportunity

to Frank Kipe!

F. Kipe writing to the Executive Secretary, 28th February,
1967, from David Livingstone Teacher Training College
(DLTTC), where the former is Principal since return to
Zambia, after furlough, in July, 1966.
When the school year closed on 2nd December last
year, 199 student teachers [200-1!] left us for their first
teaching assignment. They are now all over Zambia and
sending reports and letters back to the College. We expect
to see them all in August when they return to the College
for a two-week refresher course.
Our new school year opened on 30th January. We have
224 students enrolled in four different courses. They come
from all over Zambia and represent many different denominations. There are 21 members on the teaching staff
this year. They too represent different church backgrounds.
The school year is off to a good start; all seem to be
settling into their classwork well. There has been a very
good spirit among the staff; they are most cooperative and
helpful. This same spirit flows over into the student body
and they too have been very responsive.
(Continued on page seven)
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When the Freys, or other missionaries, speak of visiting in
locations or compounds, they are speaking of visiting in places
where many Africans have their homes together near large mines
or other industrial centers—sometimes near cities, sometimes not.

Above is part of modernly built Magwegwe Township, with
a close-up (below) to show some of the construction. This township is
near the new site for the Bible School. It is said that there are
some 170,000 Africans in Bulawayo and vicinity. A stupendous
challenge!

AFRICA

Weekend at Silawa Outstation
"The young people in the are'i just break one's heart."
Enroute Thursday from our home in Bulawayo to this
Mtshabezi South school, we stopped at Silobi to see some
of the converts of last year's meetings. We had written
about Mrs. Diloli Moyo [a Prayer Challenge request]. How
we wish we could report victory for her over drink, but
we cannot. Do continue to pray for her. We found a glowing Kanka, the elderly man about whom we wrote before.
He seems to be winning his battle over tobacco; we do
thank the Lord. He wants to get glasses and go to Bible
School next term. We do hope this works out. Another
man who was considering taking a second wife seems to be
giving up the idea.
Evangelist Mtshazo Nkala and wife went along down
to Silawa with us. On the way we stopped to see the
big dam on the Tuli River; then our road took us right
through the irrigation lands where the Africans have plots.
This is something some folks overseas should see!
It was rather late by the time we had camp set up at
Silawa and dinner ready that evening. I had prepared
most of it before leaving home; Mrs. Nkala had brought
cooked sweet potatoes; we pooled our food and had a
good dinner.
The area is very needy spiritually. Crops are much
better than for years. We were given masses of sugarcane
and watermelons.
Friday we had a good group for Bible study.
Saturday there was a good spirit for Prayer Day. The
women are interested in starting some prayer cells.
On Sunday we had a Home and Family Conference.
I'd give a lot to know how to get people there on time!
Most of our speakers were late. Henry Ncube had trouble
with his car but finally got there with his load at about
1:30. The Harveys had come down the night before and
so Al took one of the morning sessions for us.
The young people in the area just break one's heart.
So many have not gone beyond fifth grade; they loaf
around the country with nothing to do but get into trouble.
A number of girls turned up for the Conference, and a few
May 8, 1967

boys. They were not very happy in the Youth group as
purity and right living were discussed.
On the way home Monday we stopped to see a couple
at the school where they are teaching. We want to keep
in touch with them; we had heard that he was drinking
heavily. We always thought highly of him—the son of
faithful old members.
Now we'll be in town for a while—to try to pull together loose ends and to do visitation in the locations.
There is no end to the need and we don't scratch the
surface.
Beth Trey, Rhodesia

KIPE — continued from page six
We feel that the work is a great challenge. Everybody's
problems are ours and the opportunity to offer Christian
solutions is wonderful. We pray that our example and
witness will affect the lives of many in this great country.
Pat is the College bursar, does part-time work at the
Clinic and some substitute teaching when necessary. The
children are getting on well at Youngways Hostel and
enjoying life with the other M. K.'s.
•

For the Fall Missionary Conferences
The Missions Office expects the following personnel to
be available to serve some or all during the Fall Missionary
Conference season: Velma Brillinger, Joe and Anna Ginder,
Miriam Heise, Nancy Kreider, Erma Lehman, Gladys
Lehman, Graybill and Ethel Brubaker—all from Africa, and
Marlin. and Ruth Zook from Japan.

(7)

Confession of a Teenage Atheist
Rita Bell
I have been acquainted with many areas of life with
which the average adolescent, and possibly the average
adult, may never, and I sincerely hope will never come
in contact. Allow me to elaborate. I have seen extreme
alcoholism and its numerous consequences, attempted
murder, attempted suicide, psychopathic perversion,
mental and emotional disturbances, and numerous other
distressing life situations. Upon seeing and being involved
in these situations, one begins to wonder just exactly what
life is all about. One begins to ask himself if there could
possibly be a God. This was indeed my question. Is there
a God? I had always taken it for granted that there was,
as the concept of God had been instilled in me from
childhood. I had learned of Him in the various churches
I occasionally attended. But now that I had seen and
sampled a good deal of both the good and bad sides of
life, which consequently caused me to reach a mental age
far beyond others of my own chronological age, I began
to wonder of what value life really is. The questions of
God and life took precedence in my mind.
I was extremely confused and continually asked myself
what the meaning of this life could be. Being rational I
began to use my reason and logic to develop a complete
philosophy of life. I concluded that the concept of God
was logically impossible to believe. So, trusting my own
logic, I became a wholehearted atheist, believing that perhaps at one time there was a God, but that He had long
since condemned this world and gone on to use His
creative power elsewhere. The following is the concluding
passage from an essay I wrote entitled A Philosophy of
Life. "Life is an endless existence for the purpose of nothing. That is to say that men are born and therefore, these
same men must die. The process goes on from generation
to generation, with each man soon joining his ancestors.
But, who knows the reason for which we live? No one!
Life's explanation is unknown and will always remain
unknown. Oh, I know there are those who think the Bible
has the answer and believe there is a God. But to me
they are only wishful thinkers; ask any one of them to
prove that what they say is true. They cannot and never
will; for life, with all its sound and fury, is but a mere
nothing. And what is less than nothing . . . NOTHING!
So eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you may be
joining the mass of men who eternally dwell in the earth's
mighty sepulcher."
So, now I was, in my opinion, totally prepared to go
out and meet the many challenges of the world with the
words "here today gone tomorrow," in the foreground of
my mind. I cannot begin to disclose all the situations in
which I took part. I regret to say that I even managed
to convert two or three confused youths to my atheistic
way of thinking. I was now living what I termed "a
swingin' life." But, in the midst of all my undertaking,
I found myself to be quite unhappy; I found my mind to
be extremely unrested, and was unable to comprehend
my uneasiness.
My mind was thrown into a depressing state of confusion. I was caught in, what seemed to be, an irresolvable
conflict between faith and logic. My mind felt almost as
if it were experiencing the torments of physical affliction.
I was extremely disheartened, and it was noticeable to
others. "Don't you ever say anything? Don't you ever
(8)
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smile? What's the matter with you anyway?" they would
say. No, I had nothing to say; my mind was too extremely
preoccupied, and I could not have come forth with a smile
had I sincerely desired to do so. And how could I tell
anyone my problem; who would be able to understand?
If only I could simply lie down never to arise again.
I remember well a Wednesday evening, for it was my
first meaningful step into a new life. A pastor was so
willing to listen and so understanding. I disclosed to him
my inner conflict while he intently listened. He then explained to me the meaning of faith and answered some of
my many questions. Then opening his Bible, placing it in
my hand, he asked me to read aloud Bomans 10:13,
"For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall
be saved." So, together we prayed, I asking, still with
some amount of doubt, the Lord to help me believe and
he asking the Lord to cast the confusion and doubt from
my mind. Upon finishing, I felt extremely relieved and
light hearted. I felt as though an enormous weight had
been lifted from around my neck.
This is not the end, but rather the beginning of my
story, for I have found a new life in Christ. I will follow
with complete trust and warm devotion, knowing that
at the end of my journey through life there is a place
waiting for me. No trial or tribulations will be too great,
for "I can do all things through Christ which strengthened
me" (Philippians 4:13). I hope that any teenager who
knows the emptiness I have known will, as I did, find a
new life in Christ!
•
•

Paxman Wonders . . . What Did I Do?
Elton Kauffman, Paxman in Algeria
The day was cold and windy with a little snow falling
occasionally. I don't know where the family of nine had
spent the night. The scene of activity that morning was the
straw-roofed, 6x10 foot kitchen, the only other building in
the court beside the floorless main house.
Not all of the children were there, however. Several
of them, dressed only in one or two thin dresses, were
handing rocks up to their father who was working on the
wall. Most of the time they huddled around a straw fire to
warm their dirty, bare feet.
I was there to put on a roof. The man of the house had
taken off the straw floor the day before. I had done the
necessary carpentry. This morning he was laying up the
walls with mud and rocks to make them even with the
rafters.
I spent some time tying down the rafters with wire
and stakes in the wall, but started nailing down the roofing as soon as one side of the house was ready. It was a
well built house and the work went well.
It was still the month of Ramadan and there was no
stop for dinner. The children ate, but one would not call
it a meal. There was nothing for them but a little hard
galatte. We finished by the middle of the afternoon. Before
(Continued on page nine)
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A "Generation Gap" in Christian Homes?

Home

The church service was over and Jane, a high school
sophomore, was making her way through the crowd talking
at the rear. As she headed toward a group of AYFers who
were going out the door together she passed her mother.
"Jane, please don't get involved with the crowd now,"
her mother said softly. "Dad wants to go home right away;
he's very tired."
Jane's response was a look—a mixture of annoyance and
rebellion. She pressed on after the group. Eventually, after
making her parents wait for some time, she joined them in
the car, unhappy over their "nagging and strictness." It was
easy to see that there was an extremely poor relationship
between Jane and her parents, for in spite of the fact that
Jane professes to be a Christian, she shows disrespect and
disobedience toward her parents.
Unfortunately, friction between parents and teens exists
today in greater measure than ever. One major secular
magazine early this year carried a feature entitled "The
Generation Gap."
But are parent-teen relationships a widespread problem
in Christian homes? Apparently not, according to several
recent surveys.
Less than 3 per cent of nearly one thousand teens in a
major evangelical denomination listed home relationships
as their major problem. And a survey of over four hundred
AYFers a short time ago revealed that 85.2 per cent felt
that their parents were not too strict. Only 7.3 per cent felt
that parents were "sometimes" too strict.
Many young people, according to articles in both secular and Christian magazines in Canada and the United
States, do recognize the need for parental control and
welcome it!
And yet, though parent-teen relationships may not be a
major problem among Christian youth, the steadily rising
tide of rebellion, disrespect and lawlessness which is creating "the generation gap" steadily washes away at them
and too often erodes their standards.
What is the Christian standard in the area of a teen's
relationship to his parents? It is not difficult to discover,
for the Word of God is extremely clear on this matter. Two
words sum up the responsibility of the Christian teenager
to his parents: honor and obey. "Children, obey your parents in the Lord: for this is right. Honour thy father and
mother" (Eph. 6:1,2). "Children, obey your parents in all
things: for this is well pleasing unto the Lord" (Col. 3:20).
Nothing could be more clear, simple or direct. Only a
person looking for some different direction could confuse
the guidance given here.
The Christian young person, then, need not be in
doubt about his obligation to his parents. And the happy
fact is that, when the direction of God's Word is followed,
wonderful things happen.
First, a good parent-teen relationship is built or maintained even though teenagers have to live with parents in
a world experiencing "the generation gap"!
Second, God has attached a promise to the keeping of
these commands concerning one's parents—that it will be
well with you, and that you will live long (Eph. 6:2, 3
NASB). A good, long life is certainly at wonderful dividend.
Certainly when the foundation of a home relationship
is obedience and respect on the part of the teens and love
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and care by parents (Eph. 6:4; Col. 3:21) a solid home
life results.
Several practical suggestions that may help teens to
carry their share in the building of bonds of love, respect
and happiness are these:
1. Ask that a family council be formed. Meet regularly
as a family to square away on activities, chores, problems.
A relaxed, extended worship period once a week is a good
time for such a council.
2. Go the "second mile." Do jobs without being reminded; be prompt for meals; keep your room neat.
3. Show your love. Surprise parents with a gift, an expression of thanks or an extra job done.
4. Do not be demanding. Your parents don't owe you
"the world with a fence around it."
5. Earn parental trust. Show your parents by steady,
dependable, sensible Christian behavior that you can be
trusted. Faithfully discharge any responsibility.
A "generation gap" in Christian homes? Perhaps; but
when the Word of God is allowed to be the rule of conduct
and the power of the Spirit is accepted for enablement to
live by that Word the "generation gap" ceases to be a
problem.
The happy teen is the one who realizes and walks in
this truth. And, in addition to happiness now, he is secure
in the knowledge that God's rewards for obedience await
him!
The Alliance Witness. Used .by permission.

PAXMAN — continued from page eight
I nailed down the last sheet of roofing the oldest girl
was cleaning out the house getting it ready to move in
again.
But it would not be warm that night; there was no
fuel. The children would not be warm either; there were
not enough blankets. And who can keep warm with an
empty stomach?
I gave them a roof. They had one before—straw. I gave
them aluminum. What did I do? Maybe I made it a little
warmer for the children at night. Now the house would be
dry when it rains—but it doesn't rain very often.
But what did I do to this man? Is he better for what
I did? I could talk only a few words with him, just enough
to get the work done. I don't know how he felt about
his situation.
But he loved his children—he is a father. I know, too,
that he was thankful. He gave me eggs like the poor
widow gave her mites.
But will he be encouraged to keep trying to better
himself or did the gift send him one notch further into
dependability on others? I don't know.
As I went home that evening without even an invitation
to break the fast with him, I wished I could have given
this man more. I wish I could have given him something
to keep his children warm. But more, I wish I could have
given him some self respect, some confidence in himself.
This he needs even more than he needed a roof.
(9)

Letter From a Donor
' . . . to finish my course with joy"
To Brethren in Christ Missions

June 26, 1966

Once again I am sending a small contribution to the
General Fund at this time when funds seem to be lower
than necessary . . .
I've been so very ill. Each day I seem so much weaker
that it makes me wonder how long it will be till He says,
"Come Home."
I do not long for length of days particularly which might
mean greater disability; however, I do long to fully fulfill
His purpose in placing me in this world. Though I've come by
devious ways, disappointments, and frustrations, I marvel at
His grace and rejoice in Christ lesus my Lord who grants
me the glorious sharing in His resurrection.
Whether my days be very few or more, I hope to finish
my course with joy. May God bless the Word as it goes out
through World Mission channels. God bless you.
Sincerely,
Lydia Byer

"She did finish her course with joy."
Out of a desire to share this letter with our readers, I
wrote to Lydia's sister Mary for permission to use Lydia's
name. She graciously agreed.
Why do the godly suffer?
Perhaps this question—which seems to plague the ungodly more than the godly—finds its best answers, for
the present, in attitudes and testimony such as this letter
holds.
For many years of her life Lydia suffered a health
handicap. But this did not keep her, and her sister Mary,
from a lively interest in missions and in the work of the
church. They lived modestly and gave generously to missions and it seems to this writer that a word of tribute
is in order. Of course, we know that many others would
deserve the commendation, "She hath done what site
could." We just don't happen to have something in black
and white from them!
"She did finish her course with joy as she said in her
letter she hoped to do," writes her sister Mary. ". . . How
wonderfully the Lord was with her through all the ordeal
of hospital and surgery, and blessed her. As she lay there
unable to speak because of surgery on the trachea, she
appeared to have no fear but wrote on her slate, 'Jesus is
right here with me.' . . . I have so many precious memories
of her in her concern for others and her intercessory
prayers with tears. Missions were always an interest to
her. I was very lonely after she went but the Lord has so
wonderfully 'filled in.' Praise His Name!"
'Twas her thinking of others that makes us think of
her now!
mck
Barbara C. Ryberg
He does not lead me year by year,
Nor even day by day,
But step by step my path unfolds;
My Lord directs my way.
Tomorrow's plans I do not know,
I only know this minute;
But He will say, "This is the way,
By faith now walk ye in it."
And I am glad that it is so,
Today enough to bear;
And when tomorrow comes, His grace
Shall far exceed its care.
What need to worry then, or fret?
The God who gave His Son
Holds all my moments in His hand
And gives them, one by one.

(10)
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Psychology for Action
"Some late pupils just arrived," wrote
these two new names to your SPIC
for Indian Children) list. You might
story behind these two new children

THE P A R E N T S
HAD
PROMISED to send the
children to school, but by the
end of February they still
had not arrived. So Isaac
Paul went to visit the Bishwas family, about nine miles
from Barjora. He told the
Hindus around there, "For
only five rupees (about 70
cents) a month these people
could put a child in the Barjora School to get an education and have all the child's
food provided besides, but
they j u s t don't do it!"
The Hindus could not understand this; they said if they
had such a chance, they
would send all the children
in their village. Two days
later the Bishwas children
arrived!

Doris Cober, "so add
(Scholarship Program
be interested in the
. . ."

Anil Bishwas—late to school!

Progress report on SPIC for 1967: 77 children are enrolled
at Barjora or, in the case of a few orphans, enrolled elsewhere for higher education. Five are still without sponsors at
this date of writing. Sponsors give at least $60 a year, payable at any time during the year, and receive a picture and
descriptive word sketch about child.
Missions
Office

Nicaragua Notes
In the political disturbances of January 22, over 50
lost their lives and over 100 were hurt—about 15 blocks
away from us. On the day of elections, Sunday, Feb. 5,
God gave us a special promise, Psalm 115:11, 12:
Ye that fear the LORD, trust in the LORD: he is
their help and their shield.
The Lord hath been mindful of us: he will bless us;
he will bless the house of Aaron.
With this promise we ventured out to Esquipulas for
Sunday School. The day passed calmly and peacefully, and
to us it seemed a fair election. We know that many churches in the U.S. remembered us in prayer. Now we praise
God for renewed faith.
We are having a real struggle, we are sorry to say, with
Sunday School attendance in Esquipulas. Opposition from
the ruling church, political unrest, families moving away
to pick cotton—no doubt as the truth begins to penetrate
the Devil works harder. Our prayer meetings have had
20 to 30 in attendance and this past week we had four
profess decisions to live for Christ. The Friday evening
service is quite well attended for this time of year. We had
86 in Sunday School last Sunday at Esquipulas. [Be encouraged! Page Editor]
The Sunday School in Schick needs a place to hold
services during the rainy season (May to November). We
were forced to change location this past week due to
tension between the neighbors and the family in whose
patio we had been meeting. The patio where we are now
is quite public and so there are many distractions.
Pray for us!
The Howard Wolgemuths
Evangelical

Visitor

IN NAVAJOLAND

An Emerging Church
The Navajo Mission congregation, preparing itself for
a forward thrust, had pre-Easter messages from Pastor
Luke Keefer on "I Have a Debt," "I Have a Burden" and
"I Have a Prayer." The Easter message was "Easter Christians Ready and Not Ashamed."
Following the Easter service the congregation met on
the site of the new chapel for a groundbreaking service.
Members of the Building Committee partlc'pated. Speaking on the topic, "Why We Need a New Chapel," Shadrick
Werito said:
Having a church will be a testimony to the community.
People will drive by and say, "I would like to go to church
there."
It will be a place where our children and our grandchildren can study about God's Word and how to live a Christian
life. Our young people can get married here.
When people lose their loved ones and ask for a service,
we can tell them about the love of God and the Way of
Salvation.

Alfred Yazzie, speaking on "Our Part—to Work, Pray
and Give," said:
It is good to give our time in helping to do the work.
If we have young boys in the family we should bring them
to help dig. In a few years they will have families and will
need a place to take their children to church.
We need to pray and give our money too.
The church will be a place for us and our children. It will
be a place where our young people can get together. They
will learn the Word of God and how to live for the Lord.

The latter is a father of six. Putting into practice his
words, he brings his oldest son and two nephews from
Farmington to help dig footers and ditches on Saturdays.
All high school teenagers, they are graduates of the mission
school. For them, digging and enjoying a meal in the
school dining hall has both a backward and a forward
look. Anyone who digs at the Navajo Mission cannot forget
the experience! It is a most effective way to build loyalties
to the mission program. It may be said, "Where you've
picked and shoveled, there will your loyalty be."
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Groundbreaking for chapel at Navajo Mission, Farmington, New
Mexico. Samuel F. Minter, right, is serving as superintendent.
Business Manager Earl Stern and Pastor Luke Keefer Jr., appear
on the left. A high-moment for the Navajo Christians.
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Sunrise Service
Continuing a precedent established in the early 1950's,
community sunrise services are participated in by various
missions. This year the Brethren in Christ served as host
to a group of 275 for an outdoor service. These who drove
many miles in the early dawn were provided seating in a
location of sand and juniper overlooking canyons and
mesas. An esteemed neighboring missionary, Dave Tutt,
spoke on "Doubters" that are associated with the Easter
story. Following the service, this large audience, predominantly Navajo, enjoyed a fellowship breakfast together.

Challenges
Evangelism in all phases of the missions program are
priority concerns of the Navajo believers and the missionaries. Efforts are made to have a spiritual witness to
hospital patients. Special evangelistic services are planned
for the student body each spring. Visitation in homes includes services and appeals for commitment.
The nurture ministry is shared by all those who work
directly with the people. Focused to "bring up" both children and believers in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord is the thrust of Sunday worship services, Sunday
School, Bible School studies, and the morning worship and
evening prayers for the boarding school children.
From the homes of
Navajo Christians comes
confirmation that the
most effective of all
nurture environments is
the home. Navajo mothers have heard, "And
these words, which I
command thee this day,
shall be in thine heart:
and thou shalt teach
them diligently unto
thy children, and shall
talk of them when thou
sittest in thine house
. . ." And they have
been literally obeying
this command.

Three Navajo ladies with their
families will benefit from the Navajo
Mission Chapel.

Organization of the congregation is in its beginning
stages. Both dedication and leadership qualities are in
evidence. Growth is a goal for this group of believers,
They work in a fertile field and seek to enlarge the
borders of the Kingdom.
Evangelism, nurture, organization, growth—these are
four challenges for the church in Navajoland.
Navajo Mission Chapel is the WMPC's project for this General
Conference year. A late release indicates about $5,000.00
is still needed for the chapel.

TOZER — continued from page twelve
If you will follow these suggestions, you will most
surely experience revival in your own heart. And who
can tell how far it may spread? God knows how desperately the church needs a spiritual resurrection. And it can
only come through the revived individual.
•
(11)
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With this column "Today's Yesterday" continues a series
of articles presenting brief glimpses of Brethren in Christ
life in the late nineteenth century. The following article
reflects some of the controversial thinking about early
Sunday School work. —Feature Editor

Sunday School Work and Concern
In Certain Ohio Churches
(Evangelical Visitor, January 15, 1893)

We organized our Sunday School in April last and
closed it on Christmas day. We had 73 scholars enrolled
and an average attendance of 47 during the term. Our
school was not as large the past summer as it was the year
before. The brethren organized a Sunday School at Pleasant Grove church, in Richland county, distant from us
about eight miles, and that took away some of the brethren
and sisters and their children. The attendance at their
school is about the same as at ours.
I am much interested in Sunday Schools, yet I must
acknowledge that our school is not what it should be, or
what we trust it will be if we take the proper interest in
it. I know, too, that some of our old brethren and sisters
were, and probably some are yet, opposed to Sunday
Schools. But my experience is that our children want some
place to go to on the Lord's day, and if we do not provide
a suitable place for them they will go somewhere else:
perhaps will collect at places where we do not want them
to be. Then too, they will be gathered into other Sabbath
Schools and after awhile into other churches, and by our
neglect we lose our influence over them. I am satisfied if
we have the Sabbath School in our own church under our
own teachers it will result largely in ultimately getting
them into the church. I have seen in my short life that
where there are Sabbath Schools that are properly kept
there we find a more intelligent class of young people,
and people, too, who are better acquainted with the requirements of the Scriptures. I think it is very necessary
that we should put forth every effort we can to teach the
Word of the Lord, and interest our young people in
religious work.
We have many things to contend with that our old
brethren did not have. The Bible is ruled out of our
schools and is little read by a great many people, and how
will these families, and the children of those families who
reject the Bible, if the Bible is not taught in some way,
obtain a knowledge of their duty? What will be the
result?
(12)

TOZER — continued from page five
to pay, so that your honesty will be above question. If
you have quarreled with anyone, go as far as you can
in an effort to achieve reconciliation. As fully as possible
make the crooked things straight.
6. Bring your life into accord with the Sermon on the
Mount and such other New Testament Scriptures as are
designed to instruct us in the way of righteousness.
An honest man with an open Bible and a pad and
pencil is sure to find out what is wrong with him very
quickly. I recommend that the self-examination be made
on our knees, rising to obey God's commandments as they
are revealed to us from the Word. There is nothing romantic or colorful about this plain downright way of
dealing with ourselves, but it gets the work done. Isaac's
workmen did not look like heroic figures as they digged
in the valley, but they got the wells open, and that was
what they had set out to do.
7. Be serious-minded.
You can well afford to see fewer comedy shows on TV.
Unless you break away from the funny boys, every spiritual impression will continue to be lost to your heart, and
that right in your own living room. The people of the
world used to go to the movies to escape serious thinking
about God and religion. You would not join them there,
but you now enjoy spiritual communion with them in your
own home.
The devil's ideals, moral standards, and mental attitudes are being accepted by you without your knowing it.
You wonder why you can make no progress in your
Christian life. Your interior climate is not favorable to the
growth of spiritual graces. There must be a radical change
in your habits or there will not be any permanent improvement in your interior life.
8. Deliberately narrow your interests.
The Jack-of-all-trades is the master of none. The Christian life requires that we be specialists. Too many projects
use up time and energy without bringing us nearer to God.
If you will narrow your interests, God will enlarge your
heart.
"Jesus only" seems to the unconverted man to be the
motto of death. But a great company of happy men and
women can testify that it became to them a way into a
world infinitely wider and richer than anything they had
ever known before.
Christ is the essence of all wisdom, beauty and virtue.
To know Him in growing intimacy is to increase in
appreciation of all things good and beautiful. The mansions
of the heart will become larger when their doors are
thrown open to Christ and closed against the world and
sin. Try it.
9. Begin to witness.
Find something to do for God and your fellow men.
Refuse to rust out. Make yourself available to your pastor
and do anything you are asked to do. Do not insist upon
a place of leadership. Learn to obey. Take the low place
until such time as God sees fit to set you in a higher one.
Back your new intentions with your money and your
gifts, such as they are.
10. Have faith in God.
Begin to expect. Look up toward the throne where
your Advocate sits at the right hand of God. All heaven is
on your side. God will not disappoint you.
(Continued on page eleven)
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to the students and presented the claims of
Christ on their lives.
The Annual business meeting of the Alumni
of the college was held in Welland on March
31, Dr. Edward Lobinowich, a veterinary
surgeon and graduate of N.C.C. is president
for the coming year. T h e annual alumni-project drive beginning this month is aimed at
a goal of $2500, to purchase specified items
for the school, including new library flooring,
library books, classroom drapes, and a new
duplicating machine for the office.
The community Niagara Choral Society,
directed by Mr. Lady will present Haydn's
"The Creation" at its Spring concert on May
28 in the College Chapel at 3 p . m. along
with other selections.
MESSIAH

COLLEGE

Oratorio Concert Set for May 21
The Grantham Oratorio Society and selected
members of the Harrisburg Symphony will
present Franz Josef Haydn's "The Creation"
on Sunday afternoon, May 21 at 2:30. The
oratorio will be presented in the Forum, in
Harrisburg, and will be under the direction
of Professor Earl D. Miller, director of the
group since its beginning in 1946.
Admission will be by ticket. They can be
secured from members of the group or the
college at $1.50 each. Persons interested in
being patrons should contact the college immediately. Each patron will receive two reserved seat tickets and will be listed with
the patrons in the program.
The music of "The Creation" is beautiful.
It is joyful and seeks to describe the grandeur
of the world before sin entered. Hearing this
oratorio will be a t n d y uplifting experience.

June 5, at 10:00. Elmer Engstrom, chief
executive officer of Radio Corporation of
America, will be the speaker.
Messiah's Men Record
"We Are More Than Conquerors" is the
title song as well as the name of the new
record released by the college male quartet,
Messiah's Men. This group, all Brethren in
Christ, has been singing together for three
years. There are eleven numbers on the record
which sells for $3.98 and $4.98 for stereo.
Accompanying the group are soprano obligato,
trumpet, bass, guitar, piano or organ. Orders
for the record can be made through the
College Relations Office.
The quartet is planning to tour again this
summer. A few dates are still available for
engagements. Congregations interested in their
ministry should contact the college immediately.
College Sunday Plans
Are you interested in observing College
Sunday in your church? Either the Admissions
Office or the College Relations Office would
be happy to try to assist you in your program
planning. We might be able to provide a
speaker, music groups, literature or pictures.
Just let us know.
Since the Admissions Office staff will be
traveling a lot this summer what about trying
to schedule a meeting of parents, pastors and
high school youth. Paul Snyder or Tim Miller
would be happy to meet with you and talk
about college, especially Messiah College.
Parish Grant Progress
To date 60 churches have informed us of
their intentions concerning the Parish Grant.
Nearly $26,000 is committed toward this
project adopted by General Conference. W e
expect to hear from the other churches in
the near future.

Summer Session Plans Announced
Mr. J. Norman Hostetter, Director of the
Summer Session, has announced plans for the
program to be offered at Messiah College
during June and July. The first session is
June 12-29 and the second session July 5-22.
A total of six semester hours can be earned.
The program is planned so that students
may accelerate their school program, recent
high school graduates test their ability to study
in college and persons employed the year
around pick-up needed courses of study. It
is not too late to write to Mr. Hostetter for
more information.
Bishop Ginder to Speak
Bishop Henry A. Ginder, moderator of the
1967 General Conference and bishop of the
Atlantic Conference, will be the Baccalaureate
speaker Sunday, June 4, 1967 at 2:30 p.m.
Commencement will be held the next morning,
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The College choir under the direction of
Mr. Charles S. Lady toured Northern Pa. Mr.
Dick Meloon, pianist at Youthtime Christian
Centre, Buffalo, accompanied the chorus on
its Easter vacation tour. W e are grateful to
Mr. Meloon for his gracious assistance in this.
The Basketball season is over, the play offs
played, placing N.C.C. girls in first place this
year. The boys trophy was lost to Eden
Christian College.
Throughout the winter term many guest
speakers have addressed the morning chapel
period. It is always a pleasure to have ministers and friends drop in at N.C.C. and
especially with arrangements made to speak in
chapel. Messiah's Men were guests while on
their tour to Ontario.
During the week of Religious emphasis,
April 10-14, Mr. Frank Beerman spoke daily

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY C O N F E R E N C E

The Mechanicsburg congregation shared in
the celebration of Brother Henry B. Brubaker's
one hundredth birthday on March 25, 1967,
by giving monetary gifts to the Mechanicsburg Building Fund in his honor. A gift total
of $1,000 was given. Pastor Simon Lehman,
Jr., presented to him a poster listing the names
of the donors and a citation which reads:
"But let thine heart keep my commandments: For length of days, and long life, and
peace, shall they add to thee." Proverbs 3:1-2.
Henry B. Brubaker was born in Colebrook,
near Lebanon, Pennsylvania. Six years later,
his parents with their eight children moved
to Cumberland County, near Mechanicsburg.
At the age of twenty-four he was baptized
and united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
In 1893, when a Sunday School was organized, he served as assistant superintendent and
teacher. Brother Brubaker also served the
congregation as deacon for approximately fifteen years. He presently resides at Messiah
Home, Harrisburg.
Five children were reared in his home. One
son, Henry, gave about thirty years to Brethren
in Christ missions in Africa; a granddaughter,
Nancy Kreider, has served two terms as a
missionary-teacher there. Another son, Mervin
has been a deacon in the Mechanicsburg congregation for twenty-six years. His daughters
are Lydia Hare, Allen, Pennsylvania; Emma
Kreider, Palmyra, Pennsylvania; and Edna
Hare, deceased.
The Mechanicsburg congregation considered
it a privilege to honor Henry B. Brubaker on
his hundredth birthday—a man of integrity,
courage and concern for permanent values.
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Manor Pastor Plans Holy Land Tour
Pastor Roy Peterman, Manor congregation, Pennsylvania, plans to host a
Holy Land Tour, departing October 19,
1967. This is a tour planned especially
for Christians — Church workers and
leaders.
You will be happily surprised at the
group rate available. An all inclusive
15 day trip will cost $898.00. If sufficient interest is available, a 7 day
European extension is possible.
Write to Pastor Roy Peterman, R. D.
2, Columbia, Pennsylvania 17512 for
complete information and a tour brochure
describing each day's activity. Maybe
your congregation would like to assist in
sending your pastor. To him this could
be the experience of a life time, offering
real spiritual benefits.

An opportunity for summertime Christian
service is presented by the Board of Directors
of Kenbrook Bible Camp, near Lebanon, Pa.
There is need for a cook and an assistant
cook from July 15 to August 5. Interested
persons should contact:
Mr. Robert Williams
237 W. Locust St.
Cleona, Penna. 17042
Telephone:
273-4594
On Easter Sunday evening, the brass ensemble and Senior choir of the Souderton
Brethren in Christ Church presented the
Easter section of "The Messiah." The Junior
choir also rendered several Easter selections.
The Christ's Crusaders of Shenk's congregation, Penna., recently presented a program
for the Free Grace congregation, Penna. Other
guest speakers at Free Grace have been missionaries George Bundy and Mary Heisey,
Evangelist Edward Gilmore, and Mr. and Mrs.
Avery Heisey, who presented the work of Life
Line Mission, San Francisco.

lived and worshipped one hundred years ago.
A buffet lunch of old time foods was served,
including homemade ice cream, made by both
children and adults turning the crank.
Missionaries Nancy Kreider and Erma Lehman were guest speakers recently for the
Puslinch congregation, Canada. They also
showed slides and displayed hand-crafted
items.
The Seventh Annual Easter Sunrise Service
of the Collingwood congregation, Ontario, featured Mr. Prasantha Kumar of South India as
speaker. The Messiah's Men quartet joined the
congregation in the day's activities. Missionary
challenges have been given to the congregation recently by Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
and Jesse Sider from the Bertie congregation,
who recently visited Africa. Other guest
speakers have been Bishop Swalm and Bill
Anderson who was joined by the Ladies' Trio
of the NCC Gospel Team.
The Christ's Crusaders of Rosebank congregation, Ontario, presented a centennial service
on February 19. The service was conducted by
oil lamp and featured songs of the past as well
as a history of the congregation. Recent guest
speakers of the congregation have been Missionaries Erma Lehman, Nancy Kreider and
Harvey Sider; Earl Lehman served the congregation as evangelist for revival services.
The Sunday school staff of Bridlewood
congregation, Ontario, visited a large, new
synagogue where the rabbi frankly answered
questions concerning Jewish faith and practice.
In a congregational meeting in February, Pastor Paul Hostetler and Deacon Lewis Heise
were elected to another term of service.
CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Samuel Wolgemuth, President of Youth for
Christ International and Chairman of the
Brethren in Christ Board for World Missions,
was guest speaker for Missions Day of the
Amherst congregation, Massillon, Ohio, April
30.
Pastor David Wenger of the Union Grove
congregation, Indiana, was guest speaker in
the prayer hour of the Leonard congregation,
Michigan, on April 12.

The Women's Fellowship of the Elizabethtown congregation, Penna., had Mrs. Robert
Hamilton give an illustrated talk about her
recent trip to Nicaragua, where her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth, serve as
missionaries.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Paul McBeth served as evangelist in a week
of meetings with the Rosebank congregation,
Kansas. Friends from neighboring churches
joined in these services, and new interest in
community outreach was very evident.

"Home Life," the publication of the Messiah
Children's Home, near Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania,
reports, "The front porch has been enclosed
and transformed into a spacious living room—
this room is used for quiet activity for the
entire family and staff."

An Easter sacrificial offering for missions
was received by the Dallas Center congregation, Iowa. Bags were provided and thirty
pieces of silver were put into them by the
givers.

CANADIAN C O N F E R E N C E
Falls View congregation, Ontario, recently
featured "Family Night" in a Sunday evening
service. Various family groups participated in
devotions, singing and instrumentals. In keeping with the Canadian Centennial theme, the
Harold Nigh family presented a skit complete
with a Conestoga wagon depicting the arrival
of the early River Brethren settlers to Ontario.
The family was dressed in the garb of the
1800's.
The Falls View Adult Fellowship featured
a family "Centennial Night" for their March
meeting. Entire families came in dress of the
early 1800's. They enjoyed an old-time singsong, and a Pennsylvania Dutch skit. In Pastor Nigh's devotional he depicted how families
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The young people of Dallas Center participated in both Sunday school and church services for Christ's Crusaders Day. Following a
pot-luck dinner they took charge of the
monthly service at the County Home.
PACIFIC C O N F E R E N C E
Four members were recently received into
church fellowship by the Chino congregation,
Calif. On Sunday evening, April 2, Bishop
Henry Ginder gave highlights of the World
Congress on Evangelism.
REVIVAL SERVICES
Burnis Bushong at Martinsburg, Penna.,
May 23-28; Jack Yost at Hollowell, Penna.,
June 7-11.

ALLEMAN—Anita Marie, born April 14, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Alleman, Air Hill congregation, Pennsylvania.
COIIER—Beth Yvonne, born February 2 1 ,
19r37, to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Cober, Rosebank
congregation, Ontario, Canada.
EBERSOLE—Terri Lynn, born March 9, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ebersole, Fairland
congregation, Cleona, Penna.
FUNK—Dawn Louise, born February 11,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Funk, Fairland
congregation, Cleona, Penna.
GROVE—Quinn Ronald, born November 20,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Grove, Air Hill
congregation, Pennsylvania.
HENNINGER—David Allen, born February 9,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Henninger,
Free Grace congregation, Pennsylvania.
LANDIS—Eric Todd, five months old, adopted
by Dr. and Mrs. Howard Landis, Grantham
congregation, Pennsylvania.
MARSHALL—Stephen John, born March 13,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Ian Marshall, Bridlewood congregation, Toronto, Ontario.
MCBETH—David Scott, born March 5, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ethan McBeth, Ontario congregation, California.
NACE—Larissa Dawn, born March 31, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Nace, Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pennsylvania.
RITTENHOUSE—Rodney Jay, born February 2,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rittenhouse,
Soude.ton congregation, Pennsylvania.
ROSENBERGER—Kyna Joy, born March 30,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Rosenberger,
Souderton congregation, Pennsylvania.
SHETTER—Kelly Andrew, born February 5,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shetter, Mt.
Rock congregation, Shippensbu g, Penna.
SIDER—Steven Ray, born April 4, 1967, to
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider, on furlough from
India, Bridlewood congregation, Toronto, Ontario.
SISKOWSKI—Dean Edward, born
1987, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Upland congregation, California.

April 11,
Siskowski,

STROUSE—Dennis Wayne, born February 25,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Strouse, Green
Grove congregation, Pennsylvania.
WASSER—Eloni Lynn, born March 2 1 , 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Wasser, Souderton
congregation, Pennsylvania.
WINGERD—Luke Allen, born March 7, 1967,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Wingerd, Upland congregation, California.

MfaMK#4
CLIMENHAGE-MCALLISTER — Miss Lynn Ann
McAllister, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. McAllister, Niagara Falls, Ontario, became the
bride of Mr. Charles Trevor Climenhage, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Climenhage, Stevensville, Ontario, March 25, 1967. The ceremony
was performed in the Falls View Brethren
in Christ Church by Pastor Ross Nigh.

Evangelical Visitor

EDWARDS-WOOSTER — Miss Brenda
Lee
Wooster, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Wooster, Flint, Michigan, and Mr. Frederick
W. Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Edwards, Leonard, Michigan, were united in
marriage April 8, 1967. The ceremony was
performed in the Leonard Brethren in Christ
Church by Pastor Avery Musser.
TARNAWSKY-MCNAUGHTON—Miss Betty Anns
Michelle McNaughton, daughter of Mrs. I. D .
McNaughton and the late Captain McNaughton, Chippawa, Ontario, became the bride of
Mr. Michael John Tamawsky, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Nicholas Tarnawsky, Niagara Falls,
Ontario, April 14, 1967. The ceremony was
performed in the Falls View Brethren in
Christ Church by Pastor Ross Nigh.
WETTLAUFER-BECKER — Miss Clarice Becker
and Mr. Laverne Wettlaufer, Guelph, Ontario,
were united in marriage March 23, 1967, in
the Puslinch Brethren in Christ Church. Pastor Wayne Schiedel and Rev. Howard Schmitt
officiated.
WOLGEMUTH-TONER — Miss Karen Toner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Toner,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was united in marriage to Mr. Paul Wolgemuth, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul M. Wolgemuth, Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania, April 1, 1967. The ceremony
was performed by the bride's pastor, Rev.
Gerald Hollingsworth, in the Edgewood Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh.
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DOUGHERTY — John Dougherty was born
March 15, 1964, and passed away February
23, 1967, after a lengthy illness. He was a
member of the Rosebank Brethren in Christ
Sunday School.
He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Dougherty, Petersburg, Ontario. Six
brothers and two sisters, all at home, survive.
Two sisters predeceased him.
The funeral service was conducted by Pastor James Sider. Interment was in Memorial
Gardens, Kitchener, Ontario.
EHRHARDT—Henry K. Ehrhardt, in his seventy-seventh year, died January 23, 1967, at
Marsdale Manor, Gait, Ontario. He attended
the Puslinch Brethren in Christ Church.
His wife, Arietta Fetter Ehrhardt, predeceased him in 1964. He is survived by three
daughters.
The funeral service was held in the Nelson
Funeral Home, Hespeler. Interment was in
Zion Cemetery, Waterloo Township.
GRUBER—Mrs. Katie Gruber, age 87, passed
away March 24, 1967, at her home in Milton
Grove, Pennsylvania, after an illness of one
day. She was converted at the age of fifteen
and was a member of the Mt. Pleasant
Brethren in Christ Church. Her husband predeceased her in 1933.
She is survived by three sisters, Mrs. Lizzie
Ginder; and Misses Minnie and Stella Haldeman, with whom she resided.
The funeral service was conducted by Pastor
J. Earl Martin, Jr., and Rev. Graybill Wolgemuth.
JENNINGS—Marie Anna Jennings, Hillsville,
Virginia, was born June 28, 1893, and passed
away April 12, 1967. She, with her husband,
Rev. Denny Jennings, who preceded her in
death in June 1966, pioneered the Brethren in
Christ Church in Virginia many years ago. Shu
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gave dedicated service for the cause of Christ
and His kingdom and has left a great imprint
in the community by her Christian witness.
She is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Lois
White, and four sons: Seth, Paul, Philip and
David, all residing in Virginia; eleven grandchildren and one great-granddaughter.
The funeral service was conducted in the
Bethel Brethren in Christ Church in charge
of Bishop Carl J. Ulery, assisted by Rev.
Arthur Brubaker and Rev. Otte Utt. Interment
was in the Liberty Hill Cemetery.
A tribute sent by telegram to her family
from Henry A. Ginder, Bishop of the Atlantic
Conference, read in part, "Her life of faith
and sacrifice has challenged us all."
Samuel D. Austin, local pastor of the Dinwiddie Presbyterian Church, prepared a memoriam for Rev. and Mrs. Denny E. Jennings, in which he said, "O sing praises unto
the Lord! . . . As their lives were being
burned out in the service of Jesus Christ, the
name of the Master was being burned in the
lives of the people touched by their ministry.
WILLIAMS—Elmer Lee Williams, Houghton
township, Ontario, was born March 1, 1895,
and passed away April 9, 1967. He was married to Martha Elizabeth Aspdcn in 1916;
she predeceased him in 1966. Converted in
1932 at the Houghton Mission, he was baptized the following summer and united with
the Brethren in Christ Church.
He is survived by three daughters: Mrs.
Elsie Long, Langton; Mrs. Edith Bolton,
Dunnville; Mrs. Fern Gwinner, Dunnville; and
two sons: Elmer, Calgary; and Ronald, Dunnville. Two brothers and three sisters also
survive.
The funeral service was conducted by Rev.
Edward Gilmore in the Ballard Funeral Home,
Dunnville. Bishop E. J. Swalm assisted. Interment was in Pleasant View Memorial Gardens.
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E L O Sets Goals With 200
At Literature Conclave
Two hundred registrants from the U.S. and
26 foreign countries pondered exploding literacy rates, scarcity of materials, production
and distribution facilities and other factors
in missionary literature at the 14th annual
convention of the Evangelical Literature Overseas in April.
Thirty speakers and instructors led the delegations in lectures, discussion and study
workshops on all aspects of church literature
endeavor, according to James L. Johnson, E L O
Executive Secretary. Included were sessions
on sales dynamics, management, promotional
writing, art-layout and design, photography
and graphics.
"My hope," commented Johnson, "is that we
have enough time left to get the job done.
These 200 delegates represent the communications nerve center of an explosive world
population. If there's an opportunity at all
to do something in the critical hour in which
we live, these people will be in the middle
of it."
Rise In Foreign Missionaries
Reported To India Parliament
The number of foreign missionaries in India
increased by slightly more than 100 during
1985, Parliament was told by an official
spokesman of the central government in New
Delhi.
He said foreign missionaries numbered
4,214 at the beginning of 1966—as against
4,111 on Jan. 1, 1965.

IRS May Seek Tax Dollars From
Non-Profit Magazines' Ad Profits
Non-profit periodicals making money on
advertising may have to pay tax on their
profits, according to a report by United Press
international.
The Internal Revenue Service is reportedly
preparing to issue a regulation which would
garner funds from non-profit publications
which compete with tax-paying commercial
magazines.
Poll Sees Church Strength Waning
The Gallup Poll comes riding again, this
time with the ominous report for church
people that most Americans view the church
as losing its relevance in today's world.
According to a recent sampling of private
opinion, 57 per cent of the people contacted
say religion is "losing" its influence on American life. Exactly 10 years ago the proportion
holding this view was only one-fourth as large,
14 per cent.
Religious 'Giving' Reached $6.5 Billion In 1966
Contributions for religious purposes accounted for 48 per cent of the $13.57 billion
total philanthropic giving in this country for
1966, it was announced by the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel.
Leading all other categories, as it has consistently in past years, religious causes received $6.5 billion last year, an increase of
$2.3 billion since 1960.
Dr. Laubach Will Go To Vietnam,
Teach Refugees, Captured Cong
At 82, Dr. Frank C. Laubach is preparing
to go to Vietnam to help teach refugees and
captured Vietcong how to read. Dr. Laubach
said a dozen of his best teachers will go to
Vietnam in June and he will follow them in
August.
Dr. Laubach says the population explosion
is the biggest problem facing the world.
'New Morality' View Toward Sex
Held Creating Mental ALments
Pre-marital sex relations growing out of
the so-called "new morality" have greatly
increased the number of young people in
mental hospitals.
Liberalized
dormitory rules and
more
lenient attitudes toward sex have imposed
stresses on some college women severe enough
to cause emotional breakdown, according to
Dr. Francis J. Braceland, Hartford, Conn.,
who cited reports from university and college
psychiatrists.
Quaker Action Groups Ship
Reaches Haiphong With Supplies
A Quaker group's effort to carry medicine
and medical supplies to the North Vietnamese
has been successfully carried out. The 50-foot
ketch Phoenix arrived in Haiphong on March
29, carrying $10,000 worth of medical materials contributed by Japanese physicians in
Hiroshima. According to a Quaker Action
Group in Philadelphia, the supplies were consigned to the North Vietnamese Red Cross.
TEAM'S Hillis Sees New
Opportunities In Spain
The Associate Director of The Evangelical
Alliance Mission returned from a trip to Madrid convinced that evangelicals "face a new
day of opportunity in Spain."
Dr. Don W. Hillis said he knows of no
Protestant church closed today in Spain and
that the country's 31 million people are
definitely moving in the direction of providing legal rights to Protestants and Jews relative to public worship and the dissemination of
their faith.
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600 At Founder's Banquet Marking Fuller
Seminary's 20th Year
In honor of its founder, Dr. Charles E.
Fuller, and co-founder Dr. Harold John
Ockenga, Fuller Theological Seminary observed its 20th year with a banquet for nearly
600 guests on April 7.
Opened by M. C—Alumnus Gary Demarest,
and closed by Trustee Billy Graham, the threehour program moved its audience to tears,
laughter, and abundant applause.
Following Dr. Fuller's warm reminiscences
of early years in itinerant and radio evangelism, Dr. Ockenga traced the "idea . . . vision
. . . work . . . and fruition" of the institution
which now has three faculties (School of
Theology, School of Psychology, School of
World Mission) meeting in 23 buildings.
David A. Hubbard is president.
Milk Shipments for India Advocated
As Alternative To Boycott 'Dumping'
A plan to ship to India large amounts of
milk products as an alternative to dumping
in the milk marketing boycott of the National
Farmers Organization ( N F O ) is being worked
out in Minneapolis.
The j)lan involves N F O members and church
leaders who have been searching since January
for ways to avoid the waste of milk, and
leaders of the Milk to India Project established
here recently.
Mclntire Group Pickets MCC Central Offices
Carl Mclntire and 16 of his followers
demonstrated in front of the Mennonite Central Committee offices in Akron, Pa., for 45
minutes on April 12.
The occasion for the picketing apparently
was a scheduled visit to the United States by
Metropolitan Nikodim of the Russian Orthodox
Church. The Church of the Brethren had invited Nikodim and three other churchmen
from the Soviet Union to this country for two
weeks of talks to explore mutual concerns
on peace. The' visit was to take place April
1-15, but circumstances prevented the delegation from coming. News of the cancellation
apparently had not reached Mclntire, nor had
he been informed that the Mennonite Central
Committee had nothing whatsoever to do with
the scheduled visit.
American Baptist-Catholic Disclose
Areas of Agreement
American Baptist and Roman Catholic representatives, participating in a two-day ecumenical discussion in Dewitt, Michigan, found
J'much wider degree of agreement than might
have been anticipated" in three theological
areas.
These areas were described in a joint statement issued after the dialogue as:
" 1 . T h e relation between believer's Baptism and the Sacrament of confirmation.
"2. The nature of Christian freedom in
relationship to ecclesiastical authority.
" 3 . The role of the congregation in the
total life of the church."
Decision On COCU Talks
Predicted Within Decade
The president of Lancaster Theological
Seminary says that if current union discussions
involving 10 major Protestant Churches are
successful "there will be only five major religious denominations in the U.S." in the last
years of the 20th Century.
Dr. Robert V. Moss, president of the United
Church of Christ seminary, said the five bodies
would be the Roman Catholics, Lutherans,
Baptists, Orthodox and a yet unnamed denomination "that will result from current ecumeni-
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cal discussions" of the Consultation on Church
Union involving 10 denominations.
Minneapolis Schools Abolish Baccalaureate
The Minneapolis Board of Education has
voted to eliminate baccalaureates or other
religious services in the city's public schools.
The decision was based on the belief that
"religious exercises are best carried on in
places of worship," but religious groups represented by students in the graduating class
were encouraged to conduct baccalaureate
services in their own churches or synagogues.
Three New Audio-Visuals Ready for Bookings
Three new audio-visuals have recently been
produced by the Mennonite Central Committee and are now ready for bookings.
"Algeria Mission," a 20 minute presentation,
is a 16mm black and white sound film describing MCC's involvement in Algeria, particularly at the demonstration farm at Henchir
Toumghani. Peter J. Dyck, MCC director in
Europe and North Africa, was the photographer.
"Sermons in Overalls" is a 98-frame filmstrip with an 18-minute tape-recorded narration. It shows the work of Mennonite Disaster
Service at home and abroad. The audio-visual
focuses on three men who have participated
in disaster service operations, describing their
occupations and the reasons why they feel led
to serve their neighbors through MDS in
times of need.
A 90-frame filmstrip with a 12 minute taperecorded narration depicts the work of Vietnam Christian Service in the ministry to
human need in Vietnam. It is entitled "Vietnam."
Copies of these three audio-visuals may be
rented free of charge or for a small fee from
conference offices and from the MCC offices
in Akron, Pa.; Winnipeg, Man.; Kitchener,
Ont.; and Yarrow, B. C. "Sermons in Overalls"
will also be available from many of the MDS
units in the U. S. and Canada.
National Sunday School Association
Convention Announced
The 22nd Annual Convention of the National Sunday School Association will convene
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 25-28,
1967.
The newly renovated Minneapolis Auditorium with its spacious arena will be the location
of the four-day conclave and the lower exhibition hall will house the increased number
of interesting displays.
The carefully planned program will offer
27 departmental clinic sessions, 125 general
workshops, and 9 seminars for pastors, superintendents, and missionaries. M'orkshop leaders, experts in various fields of Christian
Education, are being supplied by cooperating
denominations, publishers, and kindred organizations.
Rev. George S. McNeill, Executive Director
of the National Sunday School Association,
reports that interest in the Minneapolis convention is running far ahead of that of recent
years, and there is every indication that a
record attendance will be established.

1000 Pastors and Seminary Students Expected
To Attend School of Evangelism,
September 11-15
A new idea in Billy Graham Crusades is
already growing: Schools of Evangelism.
More than 1000 ministers and theological
students are expected to enroll for the school
to r be held during the Graham Crusade in
Kansas City next September, according to
Registrar and Coordinator Dr. Victor B.
Nelson.
Each school is intended to help implement
one of Graham's major concerns: a continuous
program of evangelism in the local church.
Love's Lesson Lost On Palm Sunday Drivers?
At 11 a.m. on Palm Sunday morning, light
morning traffic on an overpass of Sunset Blvd.
was swinging out to avoid hitting a car which
had crashed into a light standard.
Art Rogers, photographer for the L. A.
Times, started to do the same when he
noticed a man lying unconscious on the pavement by his car.
Rogers said he radioed for help, lent what
assistance he could, then stepped back to get
a picture of the accident.
"Christians were going to and from services,
commemorating the week-long observance of
the crucifixion and the resurrection of the
Christ who taught men to 'love one another,' "
wrote Paul Weeks of the incident, "yet Palm
Sunday drivers in full view of him ignored
him . . ."
U. S. Churches Warned They Face
Wave of Secularism
A prediction that American Christianity
may inherit the problems of European churches within the next 10 years was made
here by the leader of world Methodism.
Bishop Odd Hagen of Stockholm, president
of the World Methodist Conference, warned
that Europe is "secular in a terrible way."
"You will have to face the European situation in five or 10 years," he said. "If you can
learn by our mistakes, it will be better."
Dr. Clate A. Risley, secretary of Christian
education for the World Evangelical Fellowship, has been asked by the Ontario Sunday
School Association, headquartered in Toronto,
to give counsel and guidance as they prepare
to host the first Canada-wide Sunday school
convention.
The convention will be held in Toronto
September 28, 29 and 30, as a part of the
nation's centennial celebration. It is hoped
that many who plan to attend the World's
Fair in Montreal will schedule their trip to
include the Sunday school convention in
Toronto.
Leap Frog on the Planets?
About once every 160 years, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune line up in the heavens
in such a way that the gravity of one can be
used to throw a spacecraft to the next.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is planning to launch a rocket
which will "leap" from one to the other and
gain enough momentum to reach fantastic
distances. The year will be 1970.

